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There are Jobs, and there are Jobs that Matter!

Jobs for the Environment.

Work with ENVIRONMENT CALIFORNIA, the leading
statewide environmental group, to help push for clean,
renewable energy nationwide. Over the past 8 years,
Congress and the Bush Administration has undermined
our nation’s energy policies by giving tax breaks to oil
and gas companies and maintaining our dependency on
fossil fuels. After witnessing numerous attempts to open
our coastlines to oil drilling and staying mired in an
endless and counterproductive war in Iraq for control of
foreign oil, global warming pollution continues to threaten
the health of our planet, and time is quickly running out to protect future generations from
its worst effects.

The good news is that the technology exists to completely kick our dependence on the
outdated, dirty energy sources and switch our culture to a lifestyle of sustainability.
Through more energy efficient homes and clean energy plants, America CAN get 100% of
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its power from renewable sources by the year 2030, but only if we ACT NOW.

President
Obama is
calling for our
country to
change its
course, but his
plan still has to
be pushed
through
Congress,
where the big
fossil fuel
companies
have a lot of
political allies.
He needs the
help of
ordinary
citizens at the
grassroots,
giving him the

political leverage necessary to secure our new energy future. ENVIRONMENT
CALIFORNIA is working to help build the support he needs to succeed.

We know we can make a difference.

ENVIRONMENT CALIFORNIA has a host of recent successes including 1) passing the
Million Solar Roofs bill (SB 1) putting California on track to be a world leader in solar over
the next decade, and 2) convincing Governor Schwarzenegger to sign into law (AB 1108),

making California the first state in the country to ban the use of toxins (phthalates) from
children’s products.

We need your help.

Big polluters have already spent millions to
convince our leaders to ignore the environment.
We don't have that kind of money to buy
politicians in California, so instead, we are hiring
staff to take the message to the people, in
communities across the state, and build the
grassroots people power it takes to make our
politicians listen to us.
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A job that matters.

Work a job that lets you give voice
to your passions. We are hiring
staff to bring the message to the
people here in the Bay Area, to
educate the public, identify
supporters, raise money and
mobilize public support.

Make $400-$600 per week.

Career opportunities and benefits available: guaranteed base pay, incentive pay,
vacation and sick time, health care benefits, retirement plan and more!</

We are looking for people with energy, a talent for communication, and a passion for social
change, and have a great training program that can help you build your skills.

For more information, or to apply, contact Charles at:

510-644-3454

www.jobsthatmatter.org

Positions in Downtown Berkeley, CA. Keywords: full-time, students, grads, graduates, environment, environmental, social change, progressive, global warming,
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 Compensation: $400-$600/week ($10-15/hr) FT, Careers, Benefits, Traning and Leadership Opportunities, Students, Grads Encouraged to Apply

 This is at a non-profit organization.

 Principals only. Recruiters, please don't contact this job poster.

 Phone calls about this job are ok.

 Please do not contact job poster about other services, products or commercial interests.
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